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...... Thanksgiving Day

Text: "And they all ate and were satisfied." (Mark 6:42)

A cogple of years ago I decided I needed to drop a few pounds and get
back to my more youthful, athletic self. To do this, I went on one of those
special diets. You know the one. A delicious shake for breakfast, another
one for lunch, and a sensible dinner. After two weeks on this diet I went
home one night when my wife was away at school and, after taking care of
the boys, sat down.to prepare my,"sensible dinner." I can remember It
well. A healthy portion of rice, some broccoli, and a lean pork chop. Being
nearly 1n a state of anorexic shock, I eagerly prepared this meal and sat
down by myself at our dining room table. What happened next was one of
those memorable spiritual experiences. Before I could touch my food, I
was driven to give thanks for It. For the first time in my life, I
spontaneously breathed a prayer of gratitude to God for this simple and
necessary gift. Food.

Table grace is something that most of our families do, from time to
time, but!might dare say It may become more a formality or a politeness
than an absolute feeling of necessity. I find It disheartening, in today's
world, that even though we've been given so much In everyday necessities
we continue, for the most part, to take them for granted. I know I have and
from my conversations with many friends and acquaintances over the
years, I knpw many of us feel the same way.

On the other hand, we know It is God who cares so much for us and
offers us every bounty we need to survive. Indeed, Jesus displays this
prodigious attitude of God's In his parable of the Prodigal Son. I believe
one of the greatest tensions we face today, as a wealthy society, is our
desire to be independent of the need for God's care. Why thank God at the
table today? Why not thank the grocer, or the farmer whose industrious
labors have brought us this food? Why not thank our employer for giving us
the means to buy food products,- or thank our parents and those who
educated us for setting us on our present course? I believe It can be easy
for us to fall back on ourselves and. be thankful of our own gifts and
talents which have enabled us to come this far. Why, Indeed, do we need to
thank God when we, a mighty Industrial and computerized society can do ft
all for ourselves?

Security. Security is the reason we strive so hard to fulfill our own
destinies. Lack of security is represented by the harsh wildernesses life
has to offer. :Yet, the wilderness Is where God has sent followers all
throughout the bible. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob all spent time in the








